Three novel human VMD2-like genes are members of the evolutionary highly conserved RFP-TM family.
The RFP-TM protein family was first described in Caenorhabditis elegans as hypothetical transmembrane proteins containing a conserved 350-400 amino acid domain including the invariant peptide motif RFP. The VMD2 gene underlying Best disease was shown to represent the first human member of the RFP-TM protein family. More than 97% of the disease-causing mutations are located in the N-terminal RFP-TM domain implying important functional properties. Here, we have identified three novel VMD2-related human genes (VMD2L1, VMD2L2 and VMD2L3) demonstrating a high degree of conservation in their respective RFP-TM domains. Each of the VMD2-like proteins has a unique C-terminus that lack similarity to other proteins or motifs. By FISH analysis, VMD2L1 was localised to chromosome 19p13.2-p13.12, VMD2L2 to 1p32.3-p33 and VMD2L3 to 12q14.2-q15. RT-PCR analyses revealed tissue-restricted expression of the three genes with both VMD2L1 and VMD2L2 abundantly transcribed in colon. VMD2L1 is present in the retinal pigment epithelium while VMD2L3 shows predominant expression in skeletal muscle.